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--------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------- 
Image authentication watermarking scheme can substantially solve the security of digital images transmitted 

through insecure channel. In this paper we propose a semi-fragile watermarking scheme for image 

authentication, localizing and recovering. The approximation sub-band of the second Discrete Wavelet 

Transformation (DWT), LL2 is used as recovery watermark while the fifth approximation sub-band LL5 is used 

as authentication and localizing watermark. The two watermarks are embedded into the first approximation 

sub-band LL1 using the Quantization Index Modulation (QIM). To reduce the size of the recovery watermark, 

Data Representation through Combination (DRC) is practically used. The experimental results show that our 

proposed algorithm can resist JPEG compression and give an acceptable estimation of the watermarked image 

even after the watermarked image has been tampered.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital images are usually shared and transmitted through non secure channels like internet. Wherefore, 

it should be protected against any attempt of manipulations. Image authentication techniques present a reliable 

solution to the problems associated with image content manipulations. The main goal of image authentication is 

to verify the authenticity of the image content, with the possibility to localize and recover the original content of 

altered image, independent of its format. Image authentication schemes can be classified under two main 

categories: fragile scheme and semi-fragile scheme. The fragile watermarking schemes are characterized by 

their high sensitivity to the minor change that makes them advantageous for some applications where strict 

authentication is required. Fragile watermarking [1], [2],[3],[4],[5][6]is designed to be easily destroyed after any 

kind of manipulations of the protected image. While, the concept of semi-fragile watermarking scheme[7][8][9] 

impose that watermark should be embedded in such kind that only malicious attacks are detected. Recently, the 

authentication watermarking schemes look not only to detect image manipulations but also localize and 

approximately recover tampered regions. Altered region recovery is achieved by replacing the altered pixels 

with their corresponding embedded as watermark data. Generally, Tamper restoration is divided into two types: 

accurate restoration and vague restoration. Accurate restoration means the restored image is the same as the 

original image exactly. However, vague restoration means restore damage area approximately. The principal 

advantage of this method is its restoration capabilities of the corrupted image regions. For both fragile and semi-

fragile authentication schemes, there are some specific requirements that are extremely important for any 

authentication scheme.  

a. Robustness: In such authentication system, watermark must tolerate image processing operations. This 

property is just appropriate for schemes that provide a semi –fragile authentication algorithm. 

b. Security: The authentication system must have the capacity to protect a digital watermark even after 

undergoing some serious manipulation. 

c. Capacity: also called payload. It is maximum amount of data, which can be embedded into an image without 

noticeably reducing image quality.  

d. Perceptibility: the original cover image and the watermarked image should be indistinguishable. 

e. Localization: is used to identify the specific positions where the tamper has occurred. 

f. Recovery: The authentication system must be capable to partially or completely recuperate the image regions 

considered inauthentic.  

 In[10], author proposed self-recovery in wavelet domain method. The coefficients of the approximation 

sub-band LL2 of the second wavelet decomposition are used as a recovery watermark. These coefficients are 

embedded in the first wavelet decomposition sub-band coefficients using QIM approach. To reduce the payload 
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only the n most significant bits of every wavelet coefficient from LL2. The scheme can resist cropping attack but 

it presents a weakness against quantization and compression attacks. The scheme proposed in[11]is based on 

two watermarks. The first one is the digest which is evaluated for each 4×4 sub-block by multiplying each pixel 

in it by one of the 16 pseudorandom numbers generated from a secret key embedded for authentication purpose. 

The second one is used for recovery purpose. It consists of a number of descriptors. It is evaluated through 

series of transformation. DWT transformation of entire image is followed by block based DCT transformation 

of the LL part of the DWT transformed image and its quantization. The scheme can effectively thwart collage 

attack but it can‟t resist compression attack. Authors in [12]present a fragile image watermarking algorithm. 

Block numbers and image unique index are used to extract watermarks and locate tampered position. The 

watermark is embedded into all the 2-bit LSBs of original image. The scheme can detect any changes to the 

pixels or any destruction to the image integrity and effectively implements the authentication of image integrity 

and restoresthe tampered regions. In [13], authors proposed a statistical fragile watermarking scheme, in which a 

set of tailor-made authentication data for each pixel together with some additional test data are embedded into 

the host image. On the authentication side, examining the pixels and their corresponding authentication data will 

reveal the exact pattern of the content modification. Experimental results show that the method has high 

tampering location accuracy. In [14]authors proposed a fragile watermarking scheme for image tamper 

localization and recovery. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of each block of size 4*4 of the original 

image is performed and used to compute the tamper localization watermark. Where, the recovery watermark is 

computed from the four 2*2 sub-blocks of each 4*4 block. The two watermarks are embedding in the first and 

second Least Significant Bits (LSB). Rosales-Roldan and al. [15]proposed a two watermarking approaches for 

image authentication, localization and recovery of the tampered areas. The halftone version of original image is 

used as watermark and embedded into two different domains (the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Integer 

Wavelet Transform (IWT)). The Structural Similarity index (SSIM) criterion is using for tampered regions 

detection. Where, the inverse halftoning process is used to recover the tampered regions. In previous work 

[16]we proposed self-authentication mechanism for JEPG2000 image authentication based on secure semi 

fragile watermarking Perceptual Hash Function (PHF). The hash was performed using the fifth approximation 

sub-band (LL5) coefficients of discrete wavelet transformation generated by jpeg2000 encoder and embedded 

into the same sub-band using QIM approach. To increase the robustness of watermark only n Most Significant 

Bit (MSB) of The LL5 sub-band coefficients are used to generate the hash value. Sha256 function is used to 

increase the security of the generated hash value. The scheme can robustly survive compression attacks 

generated by the JPEG2000 encoder themselves with a high perceptual watermarked image quality while still 

able to detect malicious attacks. In[17], we proposed a fragile watermarking scheme for not only image 

authentication but also for tampered regions localizing and recovering. Two watermarks are generated. The first 

one is the authentication watermark which is generated from the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for each 

block of approximation sub-band of second level wavelet decomposition (DWT) to detect and localize tampered 

regions. The second one is the information watermark which generated from the same approximation sub-band 

and compressed using Data Representation through Combination (DRC). Both of them are embedded into 

approximation sub-band coefficients of first wavelet decomposition using Quantization Index Modulation 

(QIM). The scheme can detect malicious attack and precisely localize tampering regions while preserving a high 

watermarked image quality. As limitation, the scheme is not able to survive compression attacks. For this 

reason, in this present work we propose a semi-fragile watermarking scheme for image tampering localizing and 

recovery based on DRC (Data Representation through Combination) [18]. The proposed scheme can effectively 

detect malicious attacks and distinguish it from no malicious attacks such as JPEG compression. Sustained by 

the experiments, our method has been showed good estimate of the original image, even if the watermarked 

image has severely been tampered with. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly 

describe some related works such as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Data Representation through 

Combination technique. In Section 3, the proposed image recovery scheme is presented with detailing the steps 

of the algorithm. Section5 shows the experimental results. Section 6 concludes the proposed scheme.  

 

II. RELATED WORKS 
2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)  

 Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT) is known as a mathematical tool. It is used to decompose an image 

in a hierarchical manner. In this transformation process, the temporal information is maintained, unlike 

conventional Fourier transform .Wavelets are produced by translations and dilations of a fixed function called 

mother wavelet. Both frequency and spatial description are provided by wavelet transform. For a one 

dimensional signal, the main idea in the Discrete Wavelet transform is as flow. A signal is split into two parts of 

high frequencies and low frequencies. The part with the high frequencies is basically the edge components of 

the signal. The part with the low frequencies is split again into two parts of high and low frequencies. This 

process is continued an arbitrary number of times. For 2-D images, applying DWT corresponds to processing 
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the image by 2-D filters in each dimension. The filters divide the input image into four non-overlapping multi-

resolution sub-bands LL1, LH1, HL1 and HH1 Figure 1 The sub-band LL1 (called approximation sub-band) 

represents the coarse-scale DWT coefficients while the sub-bands LH1, HL1 and HH1 represent the ne-scale of 

DWT coefficients. 

 

 
 

 To obtain the next coarser scale of wavelet coefficients, the sub-band LL1 is further processed until 

some final scale N is reached Figure 2. When N is reached we will have 3N+1 sub-bands consisting of the 

multi-resolution sub-bands LLN and LHx, HLx and HHx where x ranges from 1 until N.  

 

 
  

 Furthermore, from these DWT coefficients, the original signal can be reconstructed. This 

reconstruction process is called the inverse DWT (IDWT). Due to its excellent spatio-frequency localization 

properties, the DWT is very suitable to identify the areas in the host image where a watermark can be embedded 

effectively. In general most of the image energy is concentrated at the lower frequency sub-bands LLx and 

therefore embedding watermarks in these sub-bands may degrade the image significantly. Embedding 

watermark in the low frequency sub-bands, however, could increase robustness significantly. On the other hand, 

the high frequency sub-bands HHx include the edges and textures of the image and the human eye is not 

generally sensitive to changes in such sub-bands. This allows the watermark to be embedded without being 

perceived by the human eye. The main strength offered by transform domain techniques is that they can take 

advantage of special properties of alternate domains to address the limitations of spatial domain or to support 

additional features. The purpose of this paper is to use the wavelet transform to embed watermark information in 

most robust and imperceptible part of image. The wavelet transform has a number of advantages over the other 

transforms, namely the DCT: The DWT is a multi-resolution description of an image: the decoding can be 

processed sequentially from low resolution to higher resolutions. The DWT is closer to human visual system 

than DCT. Hence, the artifacts introduced by wavelet domain coding with high compression ratio are less 

annoying than those introduced at the same bit rate by DCT. In the propose method, we take these benefit of 

DWT to choose the most proper sub-bands in case of robustness and imperceptibility. 

 

2.2 Data Representation through Combination 

 The basic idea of DRC image compression theory was originally proposed by [18]as a new way to 

represent an image. It is a theory which precise a unique representation for each image. DRC can be used in 
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both lossless compression and lossy compression depending on application‟s needs. Usually, an image is 

represented by a matrix of pixels where each pixel can be written in binary form. Thus For an image of size w × 

h and bit depth b, the original image size S is simply computed by the following formula. 

S = w ×  h × b( bits ) (1) 

Using DRC, an image can be represented in memory by a unique reference number called “index” which 

represents the number of the pixel combinations. This identifier will be stored in memory instead of the image 

with the number of columns and lines. The number of combination witch we called nc for an image can be 

computing as follow: 

nc =  g w ×h(2) 

Where: w and h are the height and the weight of the image respectively and g is the number of possible values 

of the samples (g=256 in case of gray scale images).Considering a group of images of size w and h where w=2 

and h= 2 (w: width and h: height) with gray scale level b=256. The total number of combination can be 

computed as flow:  

𝐺𝑤×  = 2562×2  = 256 32  (3) 
Each image with same features may have an index between 0 and 232−1 . To memorize this index in a file, 

between 0 to 32 bits are required (where 32 bits is the worst case).  

To explain our proposed method inspired from DRC theory: Let I be an image with h=n, w=m and gray level g= 

l;  

 First, we will compute the total number of possible combination: 𝑛𝑐 =  𝑙𝑛×𝑚  ; 

 Then for each group of pixels, we will compute the number of possible combination: 𝑛𝑐𝑔 = 𝑛𝑐/𝑙 ; 

 Now, to find the index of the image, we should apply (4) and (5). Let p(i) be the current pixel.  

𝑛𝑐𝑔(𝑖) = 𝑛𝑐𝑔  ( 𝑖 −  1 )/𝑙                                        (4)  

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥( 𝑖 −  1 ) + 𝑛𝑐𝑔(𝑖)  × 𝑝(𝑖)  (5)  

 

III. PROPOSED SEMI-FRAGILE WATERMARKING SCHEME 
 In this section, we will describe our proposed watermarking scheme illustrate in Figure 3. The 

proposed method can be classified into 4 parts: watermarking generation and embedding, watermarking 

extraction, tampering detection and localization and finally image recovery.  

 

 
 

3.1 Watermarking Generation and Embedding 

3.1.1 Authentication watermark generation 

Step1: Transformation. The host image Img of size N*N is transformed into the wavelet domain by performing 

the bi-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform 2D-DWT (Daubechies 1) on 5 resolution level. 

 

Step2: Quantification. All coefficients AC5i of the approximation sub-band, LL5, of size S5 = ((N/32)*(N/32)) 

are quantified by scalar quantification value Sq as follow:  

𝐴𝐶5𝑖𝑞 =  𝐴𝐶5𝑖/𝑆𝑞 (6) 

Step3: Decomposition. Each quantified coefficient 𝐴𝐶5𝑖𝑞  (256 coefficients for an image of size 512*512) is 

decomposed as 𝐴𝐶5𝑖𝑞=𝐴𝐶5𝑖𝑞
𝑀 + 𝐴𝐶5𝑖𝑞

𝐿  . Where M and L correspond to the most significant bit (MSB) planes and 

the least significant bit (LSB) planes, respectively; 

 

Step3: Each 5 MSB bits are concatenated in one vector WA and scrambled using a secret key k1; 
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3.1.2 Recovery Watermark Generation 

Step1: Transformation. The host image is transformed into wavelet domain using 2D-DWT (Debauchies 1) on 2 

resolution level. 

 

Step2: Decomposition. Each wavelet coefficients AC2iof approximation sub-band LL2, of size S2 = 

((N/4)*(N/4)) is decomposed as 𝐴𝐶2𝑖=𝐴𝐶2𝑖
𝑀 + 𝐴𝐶2𝑖

𝐿  . Where M and L correspond to the most significant bit 

(MSB) planes and the least significant bit (LSB) planes, respectively; 

 

Step3: Data Representation through combination (DRC). To reduce the size of the information watermark, we 

apply the DRC. The LL2 sub-band is firstly reshaped to one dimensional vector V2. Then, V2 is divided into P 

blocks Bj of nb coefficients where nb= S2/P. The DRC is applied to each block and P index presenting the 

information watermark Iw are finally generated.  

 

Step 4: Watermark scrambling. Using a second secret key k2, the information watermark values are randomly 

permuted. 

 

3.1.3 Watermark Embedding 

 For most block based approaches, watermark is embedded into image block with at least one bit in each 

block. In fact, these methods provide a high embedding capacity while there are fragile against many attacks 

such as lossy compression, noise addition and resetting LSB. In our case, the watermark is embedded into each 

group of wavelet coefficients of the first approximation sub-band LL1. In fact, as mentioned in section 2.1, the 

lower frequency sub-bands content the most energy of the image. Therefore, it will not undergoes a strong 

quantization in the compression process and consequently embedding watermarks in the low frequency sub-

bands may ,significantly, increase robustness. The process of the embedding start by dividing The LL1 sub-band 

into p (p=256 for an image of size 256*256) blocks b (b1, b2 … bp) of size 16*16. The two generated 

watermarks vaand vrare concatenated in one watermark vector vwFigure 4.  

 

 
 

In fact, six authentication bits and n recovery bits are embedded into each block, where: 

𝑛 =   𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒/𝑝

𝑙

1

 

 

(8) 

 

 Each watermark bit from watermark vector Vw is embedded into the original wavelet coefficients, using 

a Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) [19] approach as follow: 

Let AC1(x,y) be the original coefficient value, AC1’( x,y ) be the watermarked coefficient value and Q is the 

quantification embedding step:  

           AC1
′ (i, j) =  

𝐴𝐶1 𝑖, 𝑗 

𝑄
 +

Q

4
(𝑖𝑓𝑉𝑤 𝑖   (9) 

 AC1
′  i, j =  

𝐴𝐶1 𝑖 ,𝑗  

𝑄
 ∗ Q +

3Q

4
 𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (10) 

After the entire watermark has been embedded, the Inverse 2D−DWT is calculated to obtain the watermarked 

image. 

 

3.2 Watermark extraction 

The watermark extraction process implies the following steps:  

 Step1: The received image is transformed into wavelet domain using bi-dimensional discrete wavelet 

transforms decomposition “db1” level 1, 2 and 5. 

 Step2: From LL1 approximation sub-band, we extract the watermark bit w from each watermarked 

coefficients 𝐴𝐶1
∗ according to the following expressions:  
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𝑧1 =  𝐴𝐶1
∗ 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑄/4)/𝑄 ∗ 𝑄        (11) 

              𝑧2 =  
𝐴𝐶1

∗ 𝑖 ,𝑗  

𝑄
 ∗ 𝑄                   (12) 

                 𝑤∗ 𝑖 =  
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑧1 = 𝑧2

1 𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
            (13) 

 

 Step3: The six authentication bits are collecting in one vector𝑊𝑎
∗.  

 Step4: The authentication watermark 𝑊𝑎
∗of the received image is computed as described in the watermark 

generation process.  

 Step5: By comparing the two authentication watermark, a detection indicator for each test sub-band LL2 

block Bk is computed as follows:  

𝑑 𝑖 =  1 𝑖𝑓𝑤 ′ 𝑖 ≠ 𝑤∗(𝑖)
0              𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                      (14) 

 Step6: A tamper detection masks, M can then be generated based on the detection indicator d. 

 

3.3 Recovery 

 After tamper detection, all blocks are classified as authentic or unauthentic. The information 

watermarks 𝑤𝑟
′ are extracted from LL1 sub-band and are rearranged using random position sequence generated 

by using secret key k3. If any block of LL2 sub-band is qualified unauthentic:  

 The inverse DRC is performed using the extracted information watermark 𝑤𝑟
′ to get the original coefficients.  

 The unauthentic block coefficients are replaced by their correspondent extracted coefficients from 𝑤𝑟
′ .  

 Finally, the inverse wavelet transform is performed to get the recovered image.  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 Different types of gray images, of size 512 x 512 with different formats were used to evaluate the 

feasibility and the performance of the proposed scheme.  We show the impact of watermarks, tamper detection 

and localization, image recovery, and incidental manipulation (such as JPEG compression) as follows.  

 

4.1 Reduce capacity: DRC  

 We used DRC theory to reduce the payload capacity and consequently increase the quality of 

watermarked image. With several gray level images, the reduction of descriptors size (recovery watermark) may 

exceed 50% compared to uncompressed data payload. In fact, in previous works[10], the information watermark 

is directly embedded into the host image without being compressed for these reasons the embedded data is so 

big and can affect the quality of watermarked image. Besides, the DRC can preserve the image quality. One 

more goal of this theory is that even if some DRC compressed watermark bits are losted, we still able to recover 

the image using the rest of recuperated DRC compressed watermark bits. This advantage could not be realized 

with known lossless compression schemes like Huffman or RLE [20].  

 

4.2 Watermark Analysis: 

 Table 1 gives the quality measurement in terms of PSNR and SSIM of the watermarked images for  

different host images „Lena”, „Baboon‟, „Boat‟, „Goldhill‟, „Barbara‟ and „Peppers‟  using different quantization 

values  in  the  embedding  process.  As we can see in Table 1 for different given images, the average PSNR and 

SSIM for Q=8 are respectively up to 46 and 0.99. It is evident that the higher quantization step value causes 

image quality degradation. In this paper, we set the quantization step to 8.  

 
 Quantization Step 

 8 16 

 PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM 

Lena 47.64 0.9920 41.68 0.9713 

Boat 46.75 0.9913 40.36 0.9717 

Baboon 46.13 0.9965 40.36 0.9871 

Goldhill 46.38 0.9929 40.58 0.9744 

Barbara 46.46 0.9932 40.71 0.9763 

Peppers 46.75 0.9909 41.01 0.9979 

Table1 : Image QualityMeasurements 
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The proposed scheme gives a high PSNR values compared to reference schemes as shown in Table 2 even if we 

choose 16 as quantization step ( >40 db). Thus the watermarked images retain better visual quality and the 

distortion is imperceptible (Figure.5). 

 

 
4.3 Tamper detection: 

 In this section, we focus to detect and localize image tampered using cropping or copy-move attacks. 

The experiments show that the proposed scheme can successfully detect and localize tampers (Figure 5). In case 

of 512 × 512 image sizes, the detection resolution of the algorithm is (32 × 32). In fact, each wavelet coefficient 

used as authentication watermark represents a block of size (2
5
 × 2

5
) pixels in the watermarked image (section 

3.1.1). 

 

 
4.4 Image Recovery: 

 Figure7(b) presents the recovered image when the watermarked image was not attacked. The 

approximation sub-band on 2 resolution levels, LL2, is replaced by information watermark. Compared to the 

original image, the PSNR and the SSIM of the recovered image are 34.95 dB and 0.9738, respectively. As we 

can see the selected information watermark can gives an acceptable estimation of the original image.  
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 Now after tamper detection test, all blocks in the watermarked image are marked as either authentic or 

unauthentic. The information watermark that is embedded in the image will be used to recover the unauthentic 

blocks. In the proposed scheme, the image recovery process is accomplished just by replacing the intensity of 

each coefficient within the invalid block with the corresponding embedded information watermark. Figure 8. 

a,c,e and g shows the watermarked image with an unauthentic region of different size. The tampered blocks are 

represented by the extreme white. Figure8 b, d, f and h present the recovered images versions. In all cases, 

PSNR value in the restored areas is up towhite. Figure8 b, d, f and h present the recovered images versions. In 

all cases, PSNR value in the restored areas is up to 30dB compared to the original images as reference as 

presented in Table 3. 

 

 
 

 We have proved the performance of our proposed approach in several tampering schemes with the 

above tests. The PSNR and the SSIM prove that our approach has not only an extremely high accuracy of 

tampering localization but also a relatively an acceptable recovery rate. 

 

 
 

4.5 Tamper detection under incidental manipulation 

 We also evaluate the robustness of our proposed approach against non-malicious tamper produced by 

JPEG compression. In fact, lossy compression, such as JPEG, is frequently used in common image operation, 

thus the authentication algorithm should resist to image compression and distinguish it from malicious attack. 

For this purpose, we perform some test to precisely determine the quantization step for authentication mark 

embedding in order to survive JPEG compression attack.  
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 Table 4 shows the measurement quality of different images with Q=8 for information watermark 

embedding and Q=2
5
 and Q=2

6
 for authentication watermark embedding, respectively.  

 Image quality still acceptable even with high quantization step (≥41dB). Increasing Q will increase the 

robustness of thealgorithm to JPEG compression operation as we can inTable 5, but also decrease the image 

quality. 

 A compromise between these parameters has to be found for specific needs. Figure 9 (a) present the 

watermarked image maliciously tampered and also compressed by JPEG (Qjpeg=70) with PSNR=15.21. Figure 9 

(b) tampered block is located correctly and recovered with extracted information watermark. In this case, PSNR 

value of the restored image is 30.25dB when regarding original image as reference (Figure 9 (c)). 
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4.6  Comparison with Previous Approaches 

 We construe the performance of our proposed scheme by means of experimental results and compare 

with previous approaches. We summarize the different salient features in Table 7 below. Fragile, semi-fragile 

indicated the class to which each method belongs, as well as the type of data used as watermark, the data cover, 

the objectives regarding integrity (i.e., strict or content indicating sensitivity to JPEG compression), and whether 

the method offers a possible localization and/or reconstruction of the tampered areas. By analyzing this table, 

we can notice that the fragile watermarking schemes [9][5][4][11] allow only a strict authentication. However, 

the semi-fragile watermarking methods such as our proposed method allow a selective authentication which is 

more interesting for image that enables manipulations in such way that the semantic interpretation still 

unchanged. The performance of our performance method is also compared with [8] and [9]in term of PSNR. 

Our proposed method offers a high watermarked image quality up to46dB compared to reference approaches [8] 

and [9].  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 In this work, we propose a semi-fragile watermarking scheme based on Data Representation through 

Combination for image tampering detection, localizing and recovery. Two watermarks are used and hidden into 

DWT approximation sub-band. Experimental results exhibit an ability to detect malicious attack with a high 

capability of localization. Besides, in case of tampering, it produces a good estimation of the original content 

and preserves the watermarked image quality. The quality of watermarked image is extremely high compared 

with other approaches in literature. The embedded watermark is also robust to JPEG compression. 
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Features 

 

Methods  

Class Cover Mark Integrity Localization Recovery Quality 

Proposed Semi-fragile 

 

Wavelet coef. 

 

Wavelet coef. 

 

Content: 

Survives Jpeg 
compression 

 

YES 

 

Recover the 

estimated image 
 

46 

[6] Fragile LSB Block-based Strict: Cannot 

survive JPEG 
compression 

YES Recover the 

estimated image 
 

40 

[5] Fragile LSB Block-based Strict: Cannot 

survive JPEG 
compression 

YES Recover the 

estimated image 
 

44 

[8] Semi-fragile Wavelet coef. 

 

Wavelet coef. 

 

Content: 

Survives Jpeg 
compression 

 

YES Cannot recover 

the estimated 
image 

40 

[9] Semi-fragile Wavelet coef. 

 

SVD Content: 

Survives Jpeg 
compression 

 

YES Recover the 

estimated image 
 

43 

[4] Fragile LSB Block-based Strict: Cannot 
survive JPEG 

compression 

YES Recover the 
estimated image 

 

44 

[11] Fragile LSB DCT coef and 

checksum 

Strict: Cannot 

survive JPEG 
compression 

Yes Recover the 

estimated image 
 

48 

Table 6 : Salient Features Of Our Proposed Method 
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